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Installation Kit No. LIK-14 (105)

Contents: (2)
(2)
(9)
(2)

Long Molding Strips
Short Molding Strips
1” Self-tapping Screws
Alcohol pads

Tools Required:
•
9/16” wrench
•
Electric drill with Phillips point

Tailgate cover Installation
1. Remove the two factory installed tailgate bolts, which correspond
with the pre-drilled holes in the tailgate liner (Save the bolts).
2. Place the tail gate cover onto the truck’s tailgate and line up the
two pre-drilled holes with the bolt holes from step 1.
3. Replace the bolts removed in section 1. (Do not tighten bolts at
this time).
4. Locate the 5 dimples on the perimeter of the tailgate cover and
install one of the self-taping screws provided on each dimple
location.
5. Tighten factory installed bolts securely.

Preparations: Using the alcohol pads provided, clean all surfaces of
the truck-box where the molding adhesive will be in contact.
Step 1. Starting at the rear end of Bedliner driver’s side wall, place
one long molding strip and one short strip with the adhesive facing
towards truck-box.
Step 2. Repeat Step 1 on the passenger’s side.
Step 3. Place Bedliner into the Truck-box.
Step 4. Beginning at the front driver’s side, peel approximately 12”
of the protective baking away adhesive strip; butt the top of the
molding strip up to the plastic rail cap and press adhesive firmly on
to the side wall of truck-box.
Step 5. Continue to peel away 12” of backing strip at a time keeping
the molding strip tight against the plastic rail cap and straight along
the side wall of truck-box.
Step 6. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 to the passenger’s side.
Step 7. Locate dimples on both sides of liner, and install self-taping
screws to secure the liner.
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